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Abstract: The smart city concept, in which data from different systems are available, contains a
multitude of critical infrastructures. This data availability opens new research opportunities in the
study of the interdependency between those critical infrastructures and cascading effects solutions
and focuses on the smart city as a network of critical infrastructures. This paper proposes an
integrated resilience system linking interconnected critical infrastructures in a smart city to improve
disaster resilience. A data-driven approach is considered, using artificial intelligence and methods to
minimize cascading effects and the destruction of failing critical infrastructures and their components
(at a city level). The proposed approach allows rapid recovery of infrastructures’ service performance
levels after disasters while keeping the coverage of the assessment of risks, prevention, detection,
response, and mitigation of consequences. The proposed approach has the originality and the
practical implication of providing a decision support system that handles the infrastructures that
will support the city disaster management system—make the city prepare, adapt, absorb, respond,
and recover from disasters by taking advantage of the interconnections between its various critical
infrastructures to increase the overall resilience capacity. The city of Lisbon (Portugal) is used as a
case to show the practical application of the approach.

Keywords: risk assessment; security; emergency systems; smart cities; disaster management; criti-
cal infrastructures

1. Introduction

Smart cities (SCs) and rapid urbanization are transforming the planet and the way we
live: globally, around 3 million people move into the urban environment every week [1],
and by 2050, cities are estimated to have additional 2.5 billion residents [1]. A greater
concentration of people and assets can increase the number of disasters and their impact.
According to the UN projections, 68% of the world’s population will live in urban areas by
2050 [2]. As cities grow, municipalities invest in infrastructure and applications to improve
citizens’ operations, services, and the overall urban experience.

Living in a secure and resilient city with a smart city critical infrastructure (SCCI)
means that citizens can feel secure in being provided with essential services without inter-
ruption, such as public transportation, communications, energy and water distribution,
hospitals, and schools [3]. The critical infrastructures are, accordingly, gas stations, power
plants, hospitals, transportation, banking and financial services, government offices, mili-
tary facilities, water reservoirs, and bridges, among others. Disruptions in the operational
continuity of the SCCI may result from natural or human-made (physical and/or cyber-
attacks) hazards on the network of interconnected systems. Recent reports and publications
show an increase of combined physical and cyber-attacks that can imply relevant cascading
effects on the SCCIs network due to interdependencies between critical infrastructures
(CI) [4].
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This shows that protecting and keeping the cities secure from failures in the continuity
of its CI operation has become a task of enormous and increasing complexity, requiring the
combination of multidisciplinary techniques and tools, the availability of very different
skills (from security to maintenance, from communication to transport planning, from
anthropology to social science, from energy network distribution to hospital service man-
agement, from IT to research and threats intelligence, etc.) [5], and the ability to correlate
and explore large flows of data and information currently available from multiple sources,
including social media [6]. Moreover, to protect a complex environment, such as the
city, it is necessary to acknowledge the interrelations between the different types of CI
and to develop tools and methods that are able to minimise cascading effects and allow
rapid recovery of service performance levels after disruptions [7]. This is a central and
fundamental aspect for protecting the urban environment liveability.

Smart cities are a combination of physical and IT systems and infrastructure, are able to
secure social cohesion, and have the capacity to tackle and deploy innovation and improve
cognitive capacities. These aspects are very much aligned with the emerging concept of
resilience for cities, which is changing the paradigm of smart cities. Indeed, resilience sits in
an intricate interplay among individuals, communities, institutions, and infrastructures [8].
We assume “resilience” in an urban perspective as a city’s ability to succeed as a centre
of human habitation, production, and cultural progress, despite the challenges posed by,
e.g., climate change, population growth, and globalisation [9]. Cities are resilient if they
absorb shocks, such as physical attacks, and are able to maintain their usual activity—of
people, things, and services. As extensively addressed in literature, it is not appropriate
to consider resilience as a single-disciplinary topic [9] but rather as a “concept” that is
characterized by four main competencies: (1) Plan/Prepare; (2) Absorb; (3) Recover; and
(4) Adapt. These competencies need to address four main socio-technical dimensions
of every city: (1) physical; (2) information; (3) cognitive; and (4) social. Figure 1 shows
examples of outcomes of each of the dimensions when crossing each of the competencies.
It is possible to consider that resilience is a proactive approach to improve the capacity of
infrastructures to prevent damage in advance of disturbance events, alleviate suffering
during the disruptive events, and improve the recovery capability after the events, beyond
the concept of pure prevention and hardening [10].
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The problem of resilience is being studied in several areas [11], and several domain-
specific resilience definitions have been proposed by [12]. Among others, the definition
provided by the resilience and policy committees of the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS), which defined resilience as the ability of a system “to prepare and plan for, absorb,
recover from, or more successfully adapt to actual or potential adverse events” [13], seems
to be a very pragmatic one and very much in line with operational need. On the other
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hand, traditional approaches for risk management do not consider dependencies of events
and associated cascading effects. Risk management contributes with a plan to handle
adverse events, and resilience management goes several steps further by bringing together
the temporal capacity of a system to absorb and recover from adverse events and adapt
accordingly. Thus, resilience is a complementary attribute that uses adaptation and miti-
gation strategies to improve traditional risk management. Indeed, given a specific event,
resilience can be seen as the link or the capability to link pre-hazards and post-hazards
activities/phases moving from (1) risk assessment to (2) resilience characterization, to
(3) countermeasures and mitigation actions, to (4) preparedness and planning, enabling a
more effective response [14]. This means that existing and new smart systems, infrastruc-
tures, and services in an SCCI need to be able to fight hazards and absorb their impacts
more efficiently and more effectively; accommodate and recover the effects of a hazard
more efficiently, timely, and safely; and be designed/restored to coordinate more efficiently
across the city’s main competencies (Plan, Absorb, Recover, and Adapt) [14]. An example
of operational resilience plans (ORPs) for SCCI is presented by [14].

Making the SCCI and its critical infrastructure components (CICs) smarter can be
achieved by making the normal operation more adaptive, more intelligent, and more
connected [15]. Current infrastructures become more complex when they are made smarter,
making them more unstable and susceptible to cascading effects. The SCCI is exposed
to disasters, such as physical ones or cyber-attacks. Protecting CICs and ensuring their
continued operation will be an important part of future SCCI [16]. Therefore, it is essential
to minimize CICs’ destruction and the consequent cascading effects on the smart city; this
could be achieved with a smart resilience approach. Figure 2 shows dependencies between
some SCCIs and their connections and stakeholders. Data exchange between the different
critical infrastructures in a smart city, if performed, which would be provided by the smart
resilience approach, would allow, for instance, for information to find alternative paths to
still reach its destination. The CIC’s ability to anticipate, prepare for, adapt and withstand,
respond to, and recover will influence the resilience of the SCCI.
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Current response procedures rely on antiquated information sharing techniques and
provide little or no opportunity to introduce change within the failing infrastructure sys-
tems [17]. There may also be low understanding of other important systems’ components
when one starts to fail. SCs, due to their dependency on data, need a system that allows
them to be resilient to disasters and support disaster management. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are not yet proposals to address the interconnected nature of the CIC.

Data exchange and data-driven approach contribute to Plan/Prepare, Absorb, Recover,
and Adapt, for instance, fulfilled providing such resilience components as higher Reliability,
Resistance/Robustness, and Redundancy, Rapidity, and Resourcefulness [18]. The system
should also exploit interdependencies among critical infrastructures and smart systems:
interdependencies can, on the one hand, facilitate the propagation of failure across coupled
systems but, on the other hand, can generate additional flexibility in disruption conditions
and additional resources that can promote the stable achievement conditions of the coupled
system. The interdependencies should be developed/reviewed with stakeholders (within
the supply chain), based on most likely scenarios, to strengthen the collective resilience of
community supply and distribution systems [19].

With this research, we propose an integrated resilience system linking interconnected
critical infrastructures in a smart city to improve disaster resilience. A data-driven approach
is considered, using artificial intelligence and methods to minimize cascading effects and
the destruction of failing critical infrastructures and their components (at a city level). This
approach allows rapid recovery of infrastructures’ service performance levels after disasters
while keeping the coverage of the assessment of risks, prevention, detection, response, and
mitigation of consequences. Overall, the research question pursued in this work is:

RQ: “How can smart cities’ infrastructure be modelled to improve their resilience to
physical disasters?”

A case is used to test our approach, the case of the city of Lisbon (capital of Portugal).
In pursuing the aim of this work, the current disaster management system used in Lisbon is
explored, and we propose a data-driven approach to improve the performance of incident
management by understanding the main causes of these incidents. This approach will allow
the mitigation of the impact of natural disasters in Lisbon by perceiving which areas are the
most vulnerable and where the impact will be bigger. The variables with more significance on
incidents are identified so that prevention units are available to respond to future incidents.

The research is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the conceptual foundation of
the research, built from a systematic literature review perspective; Section 3 provides the
proposed platform (SC4Forces); Section 4 provides the implementation details of the system;
Section 5 details the simulation and prediction process towards crises scenario evolution;
Section 7 shows the application of the system in the city of Lisbon, with the identification of
areas that are more vulnerable to certain types of disasters, and the consequent cascading
effects; Section 8 is dedicated to the discussion of the results; and Section 9 is the conclusion
of the work.

2. Systematic Literature Survey

A systematic literature review was conducted to ground the development of the
framework that will address this research’s purpose and research question.

The systematic literature review was conducted following PRISMA (Preferred Re-
porting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis) methodology [20]. The research
question that guided the search was: “What is the state of the art of infrastructure risks in
smart cities?”.

Scopus and Web of Science Core Collections were searched as databases, and the
study was performed considering publications between 2016 and 31 December 2020. Only
publications written in English were considered.

Selection of articles: The initial selection of papers was conducted based on the title
and abstract of the study. The queries considered the “concept” being explored and
the “target population”. The keywords used and the screening items were as follows:
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for concept, the search was for “Modelling”, since we wanted to address models other
authors may have proposed on the topic; for the target population, the search was for
“Infrastructure Risks” or “Infrastructure Interdependency”, since these were the topics we
wanted to study in terms of risk management; and within the context of the study, the
keywords used were “Smart Cities” or “Network” or “Infrastructure”, these being the
topics in which our study was placed.

Data Extraction and synthesis: The data were managed and stored using Zotero
and Microsoft Excel. The fields considered were title, author, year, journal, subject area,
keywords, and abstract.

Conference papers and grey literature, such as seminars, novels, editorials, and
duplicates, as well as works not relevant to the domain, were excluded. Only articles
published in scientific journals were included. Although conference papers, or at least
papers from some conferences, can be considered by some as highly prestigious, the opinion
is not unanimous, and the criteria to select the papers and the conferences would be unclear.
Consequently, all conference papers were excluded.

Duplicates were also removed from the analysis.
When the title and the abstract were considered insufficient to assess the fitting of

the paper, the full document was analysed. Three researchers performed the screening
process independently—every paper was screened by two of the researchers, and in case
of disagreement a third one would decide.

Figure 3 shows the different steps and number of papers in each of them. Our search re-
sulted initially in 36 documents. These 36 papers were analysed in detail. Three of the papers
were not considered to be under the scope of the analysis and were therefore excluded.

Table 1 characterizes the 33 papers on the topics of their contents. Most of the papers
focus on “infrastructure interdependency” and/or on “networks”. It is possible to identify
a lack of research papers on restoring/recovery, resilience, cascading failure, infrastructure
risk, and cybersecurity. If the years are considered in the observation of the different topics
on smart cities, “restring/recovery”, “natural disasters”, “infrastructure dependencies”,
“cascading effect”, and “network” are receiving increased attention by researchers. It is also
interesting to see that, leading to somewhat contradictory attention, “infrastructure risk” is
receiving less attention while “network” and “infrastructure dependencies” are becoming
more popular. This leads us to conclude that there is a gap in knowledge in smart cities
research on how to approach disruption and disaster situations and that there is a need for
contributions that can improve the resilience of smart cities.

Figure 4 shows a machine analysis of the keywords in the title and abstract of the
33 articles considered and their interconnections, exposing the papers’ nature. It is possible
to perceive that interdependency between systems is being actively studied, corroborating
the content analysis shown in Table 1. Figure 4 also provides visibility on the interconnec-
tion between interdependencies analysis and resilience, disruption, and the infrastructure
network in extreme events. The interdependencies are strongly associated with the analy-
sis of systems and of critical infrastructures but very poorly associated with research on
extreme events. Relations among different words provide useful information on hot topics
and their relations.

Exploring the different papers in more detail, the survey [21] presented to us a critical
analysis of methods and tools developed to assist with risk assessment and attack graph
generation within large networked environments since current methods are unsatisfac-
tory and fail in the identification of relationships and interdependencies between risks.
Regarding hazards, study [22] identified critical locations and analysed their vulnerabil-
ities using data. Researchers in [23] proposed a linear and nonlinear model capable of
obtaining optimal solutions within a short time to optimise the maintenance planning
of generic network-structured systems. Infrastructure systems are faced with a growing
number of disruptions, and to address this issue, researchers in [24] quantified resilience
with Bayesian networks to structure relationships among several variables, allowing the
analysis of different resilience-building strategies.
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Table 1. Characterization of the 33 selected papers based on the main topics they approached.

Paper
[ref.] Year Restore/

Recovery
Natural

Disasters Resilience Infrastructure
Interdependency

Interdependencies
(Others)

Cascading
Failure

Critical
Infrastructure Network Infrastructure

Risk

[21] 2016 X X

[22] 2016 X X

[23] 2016 X X

[24] 2016 X X X

[25] 2016 X X X X

[26] 2017 X X X X

[27] 2017 X X X X X

[28] 2017 X X X

[29] 2017 X X

[30] 2017 X X X X

[31] 2018 X X

[32] 2018 X X

[33] 2018 X X X

[34] 2018 X X

[35] 2018 X X

[36] 2019 X X X

[37] 2019 X

[38] 2019 X X

[39] 2019 X X X X

[40] 2019 X

[41] 2019 X X

[42] 2019 X X

[43] 2019 X X X

[44] 2020 X X

[45] 2020 X X
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Table 1. Cont.

Paper
[ref.] Year Restore/

Recovery
Natural

Disasters Resilience Infrastructure
Interdependency

Interdependencies
(Others)

Cascading
Failure

Critical
Infrastructure Network Infrastructure

Risk

[46] 2020 X X X X

[47] 2020 X X X X X X

[48] 2020 X X X

[49] 2020 X X X

[50] 2020 X X

[51] 2020 X X X X

[52] 2020 X X X X X

[53] 2020 X X X

Our work X X X X X X X
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In study [25], researchers proposed a system for assessing the availability of essen-
tial interdependent infrastructures subject to equipment failures, cascading errors from
adjacent infrastructures, and natural disaster losses. In study [26], researchers intended
to relate interdependencies and dependencies among infrastructures and how resilience
affects recovery time and reduces adverse consequences among services when extreme
weather events happen. Study [27] presented us with a methodology for preliminary
interdependency analysis between critical infrastructures, and with this, it is possible
to estimate any resilience, risk, or criticality measure an assessor might be interested in.
Researchers in study [28] aimed to create a larger and more complex model that incor-
porates interdependencies by developing a modelling and simulation framework based
on open hybrid automata. To quantify the resilience of a coupled traffic-power network
under hazard scenarios, researchers in study [29] developed a bi-level, mixed-integer,
stochastic program that shows the importance of considering interdependencies between
critical infrastructures. In [30], the researcher proposed a new mathematical framework to
model and analyse interdependencies of critical infrastructures. Researchers in study [31]
reviewed the existing methods assessing critical systems security risk exposure, finding
them insufficient to assess systems security risk exposure in the complexities associated
with modern critical infrastructure systems. Another review was conducted by the authors
of study [32], where the focus was on independency types and definitions of integrated
infrastructures, where they arrived at the conclusion that modelling efforts are mainly
on short-term operational purposes and extreme events, having the need for long-term
efforts and having no consistency on the level of detail and type of integration. Since there
is an estimated probability of 30% of an earthquake happening in the next 50 years in
the Alpine fault, researchers in [33] tried to focus on an infrastructure-related economic
disruption, where they advocated for an approach that evaluates consequences dynam-
ically across space, through time, for multiple stakeholders in order to develop better
economic value cases for resilience-related infrastructure investment. To better identify
and understand interdependencies between infrastructure networks, researchers in [34]
proposed a fuzzy modelling approach to address this identification and understanding.
Once modern cities rely on interdependent infrastructures and disruptions often propagate
through this infrastructure network, researchers in study [35] developed a model that
will systematically investigate the mutual influence between the infrastructures and the
communities in order to redistribute resources. In review [36], the authors addressed pop-
ulation displacement during natural disasters, offering guidelines for civil infrastructure
system models assisting recovery managers and transportation system managers with
reducing the length of time people are displaced. In [37], researchers provided important
tools and insights for decision-makers on different actions to take to manage risks under
uncertainty. Study [38] considered the services rendered by civil infrastructure to the
efficiency of social infrastructure systems and the services they provide, and with this, it
is possible to characterize a civil reconstruction with interdependent social infrastructure
systems to maximize the reparation of damaged civil infrastructures. Attempting to ad-
dress the recovery of dependent critical infrastructure systems, researchers in [39] explored
the critical interfaces and interdependencies between these systems to develop an effective
recovery plan. Since digitalization has a large emphasis, paper [40] stressed the potential
challenges, consequences, threats, vulnerabilities, and risk management of data security
to prevent data from getting into the wrong hands. Researchers in [41] aimed to enhance
decision making before the design of an airport by performing a quantitative risk analysis
focused on the annual fatality risk for airports and surrounding areas; this helped them
to compute the annual projected number of fatality incidents for each point in the airport
region. Since security incidents are increasing and represent a major threat to networks and
formation systems, the authors of [42] applied a Markov chain model to assess critical na-
tional infrastructures’ risk. To improve the investment options in preparedness, researchers
in [43] developed a restoration map and a suite of infrastructure asset damage that will
consider the infrastructure interdependencies. Study [44] concluded that a small number
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of methods have been proposed to model interdependencies among substations (S/Ss) in
electric power systems. For this reason, the authors proposed a solution that offers a prac-
tical tool for decision-makers to distinguish between S/Ss and their mutual associations,
which enables them to identify the critical S/Ss. In study [45], researchers aimed to find
the critical infrastructures and the risk associated with compound flooding causes.

After an extreme event, it is necessary to define an action plan to recover from its
effects. For this, in case of an extreme event, researchers in [46] proposed a combination
of agent-based modelling and reinforcement learning to optimize the repairs and crew
location after an extreme event to mitigate some of its impacts. In [47], authors studied the
interdependency between infrastructures and their surrounding supply chain to model
and assess these interdependencies. Study [48] tried to develop better decisions in the
recovering process after a failure in a coupled system by studying its cascading effects
when a small disturbance affects them. In [49], researchers aimed to analyse the network
robustness under different failure scenarios by characterizing the impact on a network’s in-
terdependency. To consider the different classes of infrastructure dependencies, researchers
in study [50] proposed a general mathematical formulation to account for these different
classes by modelling the post-disaster recovery infrastructure while accounting for its
dependencies. To model the infrastructure recovery, study [51] proposed the categorization
of the infrastructure interdependencies into three levels based on the modelling resolution—
system-to-system, system-to-facility, and facility-to-facility—which would improve the
flexibility of the model and increase the accuracy of the modelling results. To minimize
the impact of an extreme event on an infrastructure network, researchers in study [52]
proposed a methodological framework for resource allocation that considers interdepen-
dencies among infrastructure systems. Study [53] analysed the impact of a natural disaster
(seismic events) on a large-scale virtual city by modelling the interdependency between
buildings and the electric distribution network. There is no data integration from existent
systems and no commercial implementation as we are proposed in these papers.

3. Method

The development of the system was based on different steps, which are described
next. Although the proposed solution required customization to each city in which it may
be adopted, a case was used to test and illustrate some modules of the system.

The development of the system was composed of several steps, as follows:

(1) Conceptualization of the model.

a. This development level is firstly composed of the description of the data inte-
gration from different information systems. At this point, the original system is
visited, and the specific challenges of a smart city are addressed;

b. Definition of the big picture of the central command centre and how it will
coordinate the data that are available.

(2) Description of the implementation in a real scenario. At this point, several steps and
corresponding tools are identified:

a. Data collection step, based on developed API for each system;
b. Data transmission step using API and TCP/IP communication with a cen-

tral system;
c. Data integration step and ETL process developed in Python;
d. Data visualization step developed in Python;
e. Data analysis and management step developed in Python with Scikit-learn

and TensorFlow;
f. Application and support services layer developed in Python.

(3) Simulation of predictive operations, with consequences in terms of prevention, miti-
gation, and resilience.

Due to the need to customize the system, some of the components were tested in a
case, the city of Lisbon (capital of Portugal). This testing allowed us to identify the potential
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of the utilization of the proposed system, only based on historical data, and the impact on
the prepositioning of resources and reduction of cascading effects.

4. Smart City 4Forces Platform

The proposal is oriented towards a holistic platform for an integrated approach of
SCCI and its single CIs, which will emphasize handling incidents and cascading effects
between SCCI’s systems and infrastructures in a context of a smart city, where diversity of
systems provides real-time data. This approach is enabled by a set of models and processes
that address physical assets and criteria for handling disruptive processes.

Tecmic (www.tecmic.pt (accessed on 18.05.2021)) is a Portuguese company that, in
collaboration with Inov (www.inov.pt (accessed on 18.05.2021)), has developed a disas-
ter management system named 4Forces (https://www.tecmic.com/en/tecmic-solutions/
emergency-and-public-safety/ (accessed on 18.05.2021)). The 4Forces system is an emer-
gency response technology that allows quick and efficient decision making in the face of
“natural disasters, such as fires, floods, earthquakes, and chemical spills into the atmosphere
or on land”.

However, the system allowed the coordination of different public forces and the
adjustment for smart cities with a high concentration and interdependency of critical
infrastructures. The significant development was the data integration due to the different
systems available. During 2020, this system was adapted to a smart city crises management
(SC4Forces) platform that automatically generates incident reports in real-time, enabling
correct decision making by relevant authorities, as well as available resources, together
with tight management of the entire process, from planning to the smart allocation of
means, following the prediction and analysis of threat evolution, as well as available
resources. This adaptation was mainly performed through new data sources and data
integration process. SC4Forces is the framework in this study for critical infrastructure
(CI) operators (water, transport, health, and communication) and technology providers
(industry and SMEs) to provide crisis data. All these entities provide data from their
systems. Although the main development of the system is applicable to a wide variety of
cases, its implementation will always have to be adjusted to the specific city as the critical
infrastructures and the nature of the data each has available is different.

As a first step, data from different information systems had to be integrated. This
was a hard task as it involved metadata information from the proprietary data systems
of the different critical infrastructures. These metadata play a vital role in the integration
process of large volumes of heterogeneous data. These data can be of low quality due to
high data redundancy. The main concepts are shown in Figure 5, where data integration
among different systems plays an important role. Once the information is integrated, the
SC4Forces delivers a big picture to the central command. Additionally, an intervention
resource, such as a fire brigade or ambulances, has the possibility to monitor and manage
the crisis in real-time with route optimization. Figure 6 shows the main components of
the central command platform. Several data interfaces were developed one for each of the
different stakeholders that is involved in the city management such as the municipality,
public transportation entities, water and electricity management entities, hospital and
health providers, civil protection, fire brigades, and weather provider. These data are
integrated, and the visualization process provides the command control with a big picture
of the status of the disaster scenario. Machine learning algorithms provide predictions
and a simulation scenario to assess the evolution. An interface with intervention sources
provides information in real-time. We also added a chatbot for the city management entity
to be able to interact with users (for details, see [54]). Interfaces for intervention forces are
made available through mobile devices providing real-time data. This allows the command
centre to check where the teams are located and improve the known position and operation
movements towards a more coordinated disaster operation management.

www.tecmic.pt
www.inov.pt
https://www.tecmic.com/en/tecmic-solutions/emergency-and-public-safety/
https://www.tecmic.com/en/tecmic-solutions/emergency-and-public-safety/
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5. The Implementation of SCForces

As referred, the implementation of the solution depends on the critical infrastructures
involved and the data that are available at each of them. In an ideal solution, all necessary
data would be available and in compatible format. This is not true in any situation, and
several challenges need to be addressed. Addressing them requires the following sequence
of steps:

1. Data Collection. This step is based on the hardware (HW) responsible for data
collection, such as IoT sensors, mobile devices, radio-frequency identification (RFID)
tags sensing, Global Positioning System (GPS), surveillance cameras, etc. Depending
on the HW, the data can refer to location, orientation, image, noise, temperature,
and humidity, among others. A diversity of data formats can be produced, such as
Extensible Markup Language (XML), Comma-Separated Values (CSV), JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON), Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) digital image
format, or Moving Picture Experts Group in version 2 (MPEG-2). Once collected,
these data need to be sent to a previously defined location, which is completed in the
next step.

2. Data Transmission. This step is responsible for connecting the data sources to the
cloud, and transmission is based on a pre-defined set of communication protocols.
Battery power devices use long-range low-power communication such as Long Range
(LoRa) or Narrowband Internet of Things (NBIoT). Other HW-powered commu-
nication technologies can be included, such as Zigbee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Ethernet,
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax) Near-Field Communica-
tion (NFC), General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), 3G/LTE (Long-Term Evolution),
and 5G. Once at the same location (at the cloud), data follow to the next step.

3. Data Integration. It is at this third step that the integration of data from heterogeneous
sources (i.e., IoT sensors, social media streams, authoritative data in a data warehouse
for later visualization or data analytics) is conducted. Non-structured data, such as
social media data, are integrated based on Apache Flume (flume.apache.org). The
Apache Sqoop (https://sqoop.apache.org/) is responsible for extracting bulk data
from structured databases, such as NoSQL (non-relational database). Spark Streaming
(https://spark.apache.org/) can be used for real-time data collected from sources
such as Twitter and IoT-based data streams.

4. Data Visualization. This step is mainly oriented to geographic information visu-
alization (static or dynamic) on maps (see examples in Figure 7). It provides the
visualization of the location of the entities and means of the operations theatre,
real-time weather information, real-time video surveillance information, threat moni-
toring/math modelling, and 3D visualization based on Google Earth.

5. Data Analytics and Management. This last step is a combination of different frame-
works like Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and Spark. Along with an HDFS
storage-based solution, libraries for processing and analysing big data are applied.
Apache Spark (https://spark.apache.org/ (accessed on 18.05.2021)) is a general com-
putation engine for Hadoop that supports the processing of real-time data streams.
An Application Programming Interface (API) supports various computer languages
(i.e., Python, Scala, Java), assuring flexibility. A pre-defined process is created, with
the intervention of the different stakeholders, to manage the control procedures. Early
event detection using IoT data and social networks can be implemented, if needed,
and pattern recognition based on machine learning algorithms allows one to detect
the patterns of information from textual or spatial data sets, which is crucial for
disaster management. This step includes a semantic engine that can be used for
effective information management, i.e., for categorizing, searching, and extracting
unstructured information. Multi-hazard risk analyses and cascading effects analyses
can be conducted as a diversity of data is available. Considering multiple hazards
simultaneously can help decision-makers in an urban area to prioritize risk manage-
ment and climate adaptation actions. Comparing risks across hazards on a common

https://sqoop.apache.org/
https://spark.apache.org/
https://spark.apache.org/
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and consistent basis, such as the value of property damage, allows identifying which
hazards are associated with higher expected losses. One example of a multi-hazard
study in damage to buildings that quantifies the damage resulting from a range of
natural hazards can be found in [45]. As described, this step not only considers
analytics for decision making but also includes the possibility to develop predictions
of security risks and incidents, including the assessment of their implications on smart
systems and infrastructure and cascading effects internal to the SCCI. A more detailed
approach to the prediction process is provided in the following section.

Regarding the system, there is an Application and Support Services layer that con-
sists of an interactive web-based application interface that provides information and a big
picture for the command centre. A mobile app allows the central command to manage the
crisis scenario increasing flexibility for the decision-makers. Additionally, and supporting
the different steps, a set of collaborative risk assessment and mitigation tools needs to
be used. These will support stakeholders to jointly refine threats and define/develop
mitigation strategies for those threats, including the mitigation of the cascade effects.
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6. Simulation and Prediction Process

During a disaster, and even before that, in phases of analysis of vulnerabilities and
development of mitigation and resilience strategies, simulation is required to understand
the extension of the effects and their interconnections. The SC4Forces system includes a
simulation environment as a basis to model critical infrastructures (transport, communica-
tion, energy distribution, water distribution, fire, floods, etc.), services (medical, mobility,
public offices, etc.), safety aspects, and their cyber and physical backbones to predict the
possible impact, response, and restoration scenario. A model of interdependencies between
infrastructures is used to identify possible cascading effects. This model of interdependen-
cies needs to be adjusted to each city. This module allows the development of contingency
and mitigation plans, thus increasing the city’s resilience.

Dedicated apps provide both real-time trust levels and real-time risk levels for guid-
ance messages for citizens. Training and learning modules are available for both citizens
and first responders.

The assessment of exposure, hazard, and risk mapping is traditionally seen as static
(i.e., based on climatology or pre-defined scenarios) and procedures prior to the real disas-
ters, providing important support and directions for the definition of effective contingency
and mitigation plans.

The possibility of enriching and enhancing the same methodologies to better reflect
the reality towards more holistic approaches in risk and hazard modelling is a valuable
effort to improve strategic planning and prevent incidents.

This approach enables intelligent monitoring and continuous evolution of the systems,
increasing situational awareness and tactical reaction and facilitating the possibility of
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defining alerts and alarms once the hazard and risk values exceed specific thresholds. The
determination of these thresholds for each specific type of hazard is also important, and
it must be defined based on end-user experience and assessment of historical data of the
specific city.

6.1. Simulation—Flood Hazards

The operation and continuous operational modelling of flood hazards allow iden-
tifying the highest-risk areas at a regional and local level. The capacity to forecast the
flood and its impacts is based on the use of meteorological forecasts obtained by numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models and/or precipitation nowcasting models as input for
fully distributed hydrological models that can provide the forecasted discharge in the
river network. The limited area models (LAMs) are NWP models at high spatial-temporal
resolution providing a reaction time that goes from 3 to 6 h up to 72 h, while precipitation
nowcasting provides a reaction time between 0 and 3 h.

The high-resolution flood forecast is divided into:

(a) Regional forecasts where the LAMs are used as input for a fully distributed hydro-
logical model—in this case, LAMs will be combined with remote sensing techniques
(weather radars and satellites) and observations from local sensors (e.g., rain gauges).
All these hydrometeorological inputs will be used to feed a fully distributed hydro-
logical model. This will result in a product that will provide flood hazards with a
longer reaction time (24 h) but at a regional scale.

(b) Local forecasts where the nowcasting models are used as input for a fully distributed
hydrological model:

- In this case, once an emergency is detected, or the risk level is above a specific
threshold, the nowcasting model output is combined with observations available
through remote sensors (weather radars and satellites), the observations from
local sensors (e.g., rain gauges), and other available local information about real
impact observations (including crowdsourcing). All these hydrometeorological
inputs are used to feed a fully distributed hydrological model. This will result in
a product that will provide flood hazard warnings with a short reaction time (up
to 3 h) but at a local scale. Flood inundation maps will also be generated.

- Two hydrological fully distributed open-source models used MOHID Land de-
veloped by Action Modulers and Instituto Superior Técnico [54]. This redundant
implementation will allow us to compare and integrate both models to reduce
uncertainties. The regional meteorological forecasting service is made available
by Tecmic.

6.2. Prediction Process

Among preparedness activities, model-based early warning systems allow one to
organize at a local level and patrol and monitor highest-risk areas, preventing the floods
or ignition of fires, and, in any case, allow one to significantly reduce the elapsed time
following the detection of a wildfire, reducing damages.

In this context, the ability to predict such extreme conditions at least 24 h in advance al-
lows defining common strategies to implement preparedness activities, alerting institutions
and fire risk managers, and, in extreme situations, preventively position ground and aerial
resources, if available, in highest-risk areas, dislocating them from the lower-risk areas.
The pre-positioning of the ground and aerial resources allows reducing the reaction time,
in case of fire ignition, reducing burned area and other damages, including loss of lives.

We are forecasting the likelihood of a fire ignition based on the vegetation from satel-
lite imaging (with vegetation cover—vegetation index, which provides an estimation of
chlorophyll activity and soil surface temperature, allowing a good estimation of evapo-
transpiration) and soil properties and on meteorological conditions. A cumulative water
balance index would also be needed to study drought stress. This forecast is even more
relevant in cities with extensive green areas.
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Efficient prevention protocols and, in general, the integrated management of wildfire
risk need to be based on advanced information and communication technologies. This pro-
cess allows managing territorial data, real-time meteorological observation and forecasts,
and the output of suitable modules to predict natural risks. The system is web-based, and
it is compliant with the INSPIRE directive. For this reason, is can ingest all territorial data
available in a standard format. Weather forecast models provide weather forecasts on a
daily basis. The modules are mainly aimed at the prediction of hydrogeological and forest
fire risk.

A daily fire risk bulletin is generated daily. We use a module that is based on the Fine
Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) of the Canadian Fire Weather Index (cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/
background/summary/fwi), which represents the reference model in EFFIS. The FFMC
has been suitably adapted to the vegetation cover of the Mediterranean area. In addition
to EFFIS, we created, at national scale, high-resolution static and dynamic information to
better discriminate the highest-risk conditions. Geographic Information System and remote
sensing technologies feed the system with static and dynamic information. The capacity
to define a clear decision-making mechanism for implementing preparedness activities,
considering that each country has minimal resources, is the main objective of this task.

These implementations are a complement to the European Forest Fire Information
System (EFFIS (www.efas.eu [accessed on 18.05.2021])), as they aim to provide higher-
resolution forecasts than EFFIS outputs (10 km or 16 km), although at a local scale. We are
working with a set of approaches for a diversity of disasters to perform real-time predictions.

7. The Use Case of Lisbon

The proposed system needs to be adjusted to each city. The case of the city of Lisbon,
the capital of Portugal, is used to illustrate some of the system’s features. Data integra-
tion and preparation took a three-year process (2017–2020) with data integration and
cleaning processes.

The city of Lisbon has specific features that require special attention (other cities will
also have specific features, their own features). Lisbon is a city by the river Tagus, close
to the Atlantic Ocean. The city has several hills (seven), which create several challenges
in terms of disaster management. As in any other city, there are areas with different
characteristics. The main ones in Lisbon are:

- Downtown Lisbon is the city centre, one area with many buildings that were built
after the 1755 earthquake and subsequent fires and others that are from before that
period. The access routes in some places are narrow and curvy. The structure of the
buildings is mostly made of wood. Buildings usually have three to four floors, and
most of them have no elevators. The electrical systems of the older buildings have not
been revised for several decades.

- Bairro Alto, Castelo, and other areas close to the castle are very old, narrow, curvy
streets. Many buildings are from before the earthquake. Buildings are a mixture of
wood and stone.

- The areas closer to the river and to the right of the downtown have similar character-
istics to Bairro Alto and Castelo.

- Parque das Nações is the newest area of the city. It was projected and started to be
built about 25 years ago. The planning respected the most modern regulations.

- The remaining areas are the result of the natural growth of the city, with buildings
ranging from a few decades to close to two centuries of age. In many cases, the
structure of the buildings is made from wood.

The city’s emergency resources (vehicles and persons) management is challenging.
Data integration and analytics from former incidents were performed based on data
from the fire brigade, city incident report, transportation tracking data, and hospital data.
The data used concerns 2019. The goal was to identify areas where there is a higher
concentration of disasters and, from that, identify where occurrences are more likely to
happen in the future.

cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/background/summary/fwi
cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/background/summary/fwi
www.efas.eu
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We represent the incidents in Lisbon reported to the local municipality using a heat
map, as illustrated in Figure 8 (visualization-implemented approach). This figure shows the
distribution of all occurrences by their location. From Figure 8, it is possible to perceive that
these are concentrated in downtown Lisbon, Olaias, Parque das Nações, Lumiar, and Ben-
fica. Heat maps are intuitive spatial data representation where different colours represent
areas with different concentrations of points—showing overall shape and concentration
trends [28]. From a technical perspective, it is a visualization of each point’s impact areas,
with additional summing up in areas that overlap. The colour gradient depicts the impact
power at a specific stage. The map is appealing, easy to interpret, and the visualization is
more understandable for non-cartographer users.
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Overall, it is possible to conclude that disasters have a greater occurrence in downtown
Lisbon, which is the area of Lisbon with a higher value of old buildings—it is the historical
area of the city. In these areas, the streets are narrow. By identifying where (the areas of the
city) disasters occur the most, critical incident managers have the possibility to pre-position
the resources (such as the location of the intervention team and required materials and
equipment) for a timelier response. The reduction of the response time allows limiting the
expansion of the incident, which reduces the cascading effect.

Downtown Lisbon emerges as the most critical area of the city. Although other areas
of the city also require preparedness, these areas have older and more fragile buildings,
i.e., the buildings are more exposed to risk. Taskforces should always be prepared for
interventions with appropriate vehicles and trained personnel. By identifying the most
exposed areas and the characteristics of those areas, it is also possible to plan for the most
adjusted equipment. A clear example is the size of the vehicles of the fire brigade. The
older areas of the city, most exposed to fires and now identified as with a higher level of
occurrences, require vehicles that are not as big as the conventional ones; otherwise, they
would not fit those streets. The mechanical escalators for the firefighters also need to be
of specific characteristics to fit the number of floors and the size of the streets. Another
example is Parque das Nações, an area already with a firefighting system installed, wide
streets, and buildings with many more floors: the type of firefighting equipment required,
its location, and quantity needed can be adjusted based on the output of the data analysis
of our proposed system.
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Although the example is based solely on historical data, it is already possible to con-
clude that the city’s preparedness will improve, and by doing so, so will the city’s resilience.

8. Discussion

The literature review showed that this is a new topic, with papers being published
mainly from 2018. Although articles addressing disaster management were initially fo-
cused on natural disasters, there are several recent works approaching the city context.
Nonetheless, the analysis of the cascading effects and predictions of scenario evolution is
still lacking. The literature review shows that there are no articles yet addressing systems
that use real-time data representation nor join different data sources in the context of a
smart city. Due to the volume of data available, SC disaster management raises challenges
in the possibility of considering this diversity and the possibility to account for the in-
terdependencies in a cascading effect. Data, in a first approach, provide the big picture,
and machine learning algorithms allow one to perform predictions considering current
scenarios. Despite data integration complexity, there are advantages in data visualization
and predictions to plan, absorb, recover, and adapt the city to the evolution of the disaster.
Data integration required large efforts, and some approaches cannot be fully replicated in
other cases because they depend on the specific characteristics of the system. This work
used data from the fire brigade, local civil protection, national and local police (data regard-
ing accidents), weather offices, public transportation office, energy suppliers, and water
distribution offices. More connectors (data sources) could be considered, and in the future,
if disaster data are stored with an appropriate description, they will allow the application
of deep-learning algorithms, and consequently, better predictions can be produced.

Although the overall system needs to be adjusted to each case, the prediction algo-
rithms and the simulation models considered in this case can be applied in other cases.

9. Conclusions

This research work aimed to improve the decision and management process in smart
city critical network of infrastructures and its critical infrastructures to improve its resilience
to the cascading effect of a disaster. Artificial intelligence was used to minimize such effects
and was based on a set of data integrated from the different critical infrastructures and other
entities in the city. The example of the city of Lisbon was used to illustrate the application
of some components of the system. Data analytics and predictions will make cities safer,
more secure, and resilient against physical threats and possible consequent cascade effects
between the city’s CIs network. We integrated and interoperated a proposed advanced
solution in a local holistic platform (LHP), with a scalable and replicable approach, tested
and validated by the city’s local government. The various CIs and relevant LHP will be
then federated to use the hub, seen as the central point of a connected and interdependent
critical infrastructure ecosystem, as well as the entry point for providing many stakeholders
to various services (such as to municipalities, CIs’ owners and operators, citizens, and
first responders).

Due to the missing standardization process among different systems, data integration
is an arduous task, but once completed, data diversity is available to understand problems
considering its interdependencies.

We tested our approach in the city of Lisbon to integrate data from different emergency
systems, such as the fire brigade and its reports of incident problems.

The initial application of this proposal to Lisbon city showed that a big part of the
occurrences is concentrated mainly in the city centre (the old area of the city) and Benfica
area. Historical data about incidents showed to have good potential as they show patterns,
allow predictions, and highlight the city’s recurrent problems. The study of this data allows
improvement in future city planning, and data integration among different systems creates
a critical tendency, allowing this information to be used for future problems. By allowing
a more adjusted response to an incident, it is possible to reduce the consequences of that
incident and prevent a cascading effect on other subsystems of the city. Data mining can
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be used for incident management, and our application case showed that it is important to
identify space and temporal patterns to manage these incidents in the city context.

Visualizing these data using a visualization process allows identifying the city’s big
picture and is an important tool for city incident management as it allows one to improve
preparedness, produce a more adjusted response, and mitigate cascading effects. The
prediction process allows better planning and improves the response time of interven-
tion teams.

Data provided an integrated overview, but there is still much work to perform under
the data integration task. Data analytics allows the generation of a big picture, and
information can be used for decision support. The storage of these data and crisis scenario
with evolution annotation will also allow the application of neural networks.

This research was based on a single city, and the specific conclusions are adjusted
solely to the city of Lisbon. Nonetheless, the overall process can be replicated to other
cities and adjusted to their specific characteristics. Future research should be conducted on
this replication.

Data visualization in the case of the city of Lisbon allowed understanding patterns
where disruptive events such as traffic or other accidents happen, and simulation and
prediction process allow one to understand their evolution and prediction. Nonetheless,
there is still more work needed in the process of simulating the cascading effects and KPI
identification. These KPIs are important for assessing interdependencies because they have
been used to evaluate two separate infrastructures under the same threat on numerous
occasions. This paves the way for the framework to create a learning database of resilience
indicators, allowing it to suggest indicators for a given assessment based on their use in
previous assessments in similar scenarios. Still, much work is needed on data integration
from different information sources, and it is mandatory to perform data analytics and entire
problem interdependency. Evaluation of predictions in real scenarios will also improve this
algorithm performance. This approach of considering any data available can be performed
in any city. Taking into account Table 1, our work covered all dimensions, but we are still
working on the development of cascading failures and infrastructure risk approaches.
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